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Global pr industry overview



Lack of big ideas

The PR Industry has been criticized for lacking 
‘big ideas’. Do you agree? 

Yes, it’s a fair judgment

No it’s unfair

After the woeful PR performance  
at Cannes 2012 The Holmes Report 
launches huge worldwide  
survey to find out  is the PR  
industry creative enough?

And the results have been  
extremely depressing.

After the woeful PR performance  
at Cannes 2012 The Holmes Report 
launches huge worldwide 
survey to find out  is the PR 
industry creative enough?

And the results have been 
extremely depressing.

*650 respondents from all over the world from PR 

agencies and in-house PR deps.



What does it mean ( 
creativity in PR?

In your opinion, what are the 
factors that drive great  
creative PR campaigns?

Great storytelling

Audience insight

Content

Purpose

Results

Viral execution

Technological innovation



Best international pr practices 



Samsung 
Divide  
Bailey.

Campaign Description

Samsung was a relatively new entrant to the smart camera 
market worth £55 million. The challenge was to get the  
enthusiastic amateur (predominantly new customers) to 
consider the new NX camera range above well- 
established competitor brands. 

With the NX, any amateur can shoot like a pro and we 
needed people to believe it. The strategy was to build  
a hub of amateur photography that looks like it's been shot 
by a professional. The core idea was about democratising 

photography. We used the famous photographer David Bai-
ley to get our campaign underway. 

The first phase was to recruit as many brand ambassadors 
with the name David Bailey as we could find.

Results

Within three weeks, we had 143 David Baileys – from IT 
managers to train drivers to priests – signed up, validat-
ed and heading to London for a high profile training event 

where they collected their new NX1000 and where the origi-
nal David Bailey spoke to his adoring army of namesakes.

More than 800 photos were uploaded  
to Facebook by the Baileys. 
7 million impressions on Twitter 
11 million impressions on Facebook 
Over 100 pieces of coverage secured, including picture  
coverage in The Sun, Metro and Evening Standard 
888,153 YouTube views of Masterclasses and 'We are  
David Bailey' film

Storytelling

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BacRt7N4L7k

Samsung 
Divide  
Bailey.



Bund Tree 
concert

 
Campaign Description

In September 2012 we transformed a 100-year-old chestnut 
tree in Berlin’s Monijou Park into a street musician. For him 
we built a unique instrument: a touch-sensitive membrane 
construction, tailor-made to fit the tree. 

Each impact of a falling chestnut produced an composition 
of sound and light. In harmony with the wind, the notes cre-
ated an ethereal Tree Concert. 

We let journalists experience the concert first, and national 
and international coverage quickly followed.  Every day for 
a week, hundreds attended the tree concert, read about the 
declining tree population, and donated money by texting 
“Tree.” Whenever someone texted their donation, the tree 
thanked with a personal message. 

After the concert, together with a Berlin start DJ, the BUND 
produced an Tunes compilation of chestnut sounds.

Results

Reviews of the Tree Concert were glowing, from region-
al TV, print and radio to national feature articles and blog 
posts. Soon coverage extended to U.S. design blogs, Af-
rican and French architecture blogs, and even Russian 
culture blogs. Up to 500 visitors came every day, while do-
nations to the BUND jumped 800% in the month of the con-
cert, compared to the average month. 

Content

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7BVp16x5BQ 

Bund Tree 
concert

 



DeSS My 
Mattress 
Savings

Campaign Description

Due to the crisis in Spain things got tougher for DeS’S, a 
Spanish mattress manufacturer. Their sales have dramat-
ically decreased over the last few years. Nobody in Spain 
was thinking about buying a mattress. It’s not a priority for 
anyone during the crisis.

There was designed a unique and innovative product in 
response to people’s fears and inspired in a universal in-
sight: THE FIRST MATTRESS WITH A BUILT-IN SAFE! So 

you can keep your money close to you and away from the 
banks. 

We called it ‘MY MATTRESS SAVINGS BANK’ and we 
launched it through an integrated direct response campaign 
as if it would be the launch of a new savings bank. 
Our mattress could be bought through the ‘My Mattress 
Savings Bank’ website and also in all DeS’S retail stores, 
which were re-branded as bank branches.

Results

Press and TV coverage in 74 countries - Over 8 mil-
lion euros in earned media - DeS’S orders increased by 
836%DES’S have received offers to distribute this new 
product in countries such us Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Cy-
prus, Greece, Russia and UK

Insight

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47obWanHENw 

DeSS My 
Mattress 
Savings



Toyota  
Tundra

Campaign Description

An online documentary series tracked the truck’s prepa-
ration in the weeks leading up to this historic job. News 
outlets across the country ran stories about how a half-ton 
truck was planning to tow a 175-ton Space Shuttle. 

On October 12, 2012, thousands of spectators lined the 
streets to watch the historic moment in person. With news 

helicopters broadcasting it live from above, Tundra suc-
cessfully hitched Endeavour, and towed its way into history. 

Results

Over 1 million people watched it on Youtube.Online com-
ment sections were filled with Tundra owners celebrating 
their American-made vehicle and what it just accomplished. 
Buzz flowed onto Twitter, where the tow generated 121 mil-

lion impressions.The towing of Space Shuttle Endevour was 
also a success with those in the market for a truck. Year 
over year Tundra sales rose 22%, despite no major over-
haul of the vehicle itself.

Insight

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpCJ-H0iUzI 

Toyota  
Tundra



METROPOLE 
Opera 
TWEETPHONY

Campaign Description

Despite previous commitment by the Dutch Minister of 
Culture, the orchestra was threatened by extinction due to 
severe cost cutting by the government. We needed to con-
vince and show the Dutch government that the Metropole 
Orkest is entrepreneurial and can count on strong support 
from the Dutch public. In order to do so we needed to cre-
ate PR momentum for the Orchestra; enabling them to tell 
their story.

We asked the Dutch audience to “Let the Metropole Or-
chestra play!”. Via Twitter. How? On the campaign site par-
ticipants could compose a musical tweet. The best tweets 
were arranged into scores. And played by the Orchestra in 
an 8 hour long, crowd composed live-streamed concert. A 
video of each Tweetphony was immediately sent back to 
its composer. Thousands composed a Tweetphony and 33 
were performed. But more important: all major online and 
offline media picked it up. We even made it to a major item 
on the eight o’clock news. After Tweetphony Dutch Parlia-
ment granted the Orchestra funding until 2017.

Results

Unique visitors to the website: 25,222. 
Average time on the site: 2.46 minutes. 
Composed tweetphonies: 3,000. 
Reach on Twitter: 745K people (on 16,500K inhabitants). 
Offline PR (NL only): 15 newspaper articles, 6 TV-show 
items, 8 radio show items, 75 online articles, + 5 million 
media impressions, +1 million PR value (euro). Online PR 
(international: 35 publications. 

Technological innovation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7BVp16x5BQ 

METROPOLE 
Opera 
TWEETPHONY



R&I GROUP Approach  



How we see PR today?
Nowadays brands work on high developed media market.  So we need to cre-
ate new ways of communication, new ways of making info interesting and de-
sired. 
 
That’s why we strongly believe that mission of modern PR  specialists -  create 

great content.

Every day we verify this statement 
and bring our clients successful 
“communications”.

Tell stories 
and break 
through! 



AXE. Leave  
a man  
come back  
a hero!

Campaign Description

IN 2013 AXE launches the real Axe Apollo Space Academy 
(AASA). During this year AASA recruits the most courageous 
man form Russia to fly into Space in the next 2014 year.

Behind the scenes there is 3 main parts of the project:
1. Teaser. Space is everywhere and everyone talks about 

it. Celebrity shot videos titled “Dreaming about a cosmo-
naut!” and bloggers begin investigation – WTF is space is 
everywhere and what it all means?

2. D-Day. When everyone is already involved in space talks 
AASA launches the recruitment! Boys in the age of 18 
and over crash the site http://apollo.axeeffect.ru/ to get a 
chance become a hero.

3. Qualifying rounds. Since March till June 2013 the most coura-
geous men from Russia will be chosen to fly into space.

The campaign started simultaneously in 72 countries.

 

Result:

· Media presence – 220
· PR Value – 8 630 000.
· ROI –2,8

Company:  Unilever
Timing: 2012(2013(2014
Geography: Worldwide, 
72 countries

AXE. Leave  
a man  
come back  
a hero!



SKB BANK 
1st Online 
duel!

SKB BANK  
1st Online 
duel!

Company:  SKB BANK
Timing: July December 
2010
Geography: Ural 

Background:
Famous Russian actor Sergey Garmash initiates a law suit 
against SKB Bank for unauthorized use of his “indecent” picture 
in the bank’s ad campaign. The court declines the claims twice. 
However, the public supports the actor and declares the bank a 
fraud!

Client brief:
· Develop a program for the peaceful settlement of the conflict;
· Reinforce the image of the “First national bank with a real-

ly good sense of humor”;
· Form positive public attitude both towards the bank and 
the actor.

Agency proposal:
· Nation-wide on-line duel between the Actor and the Bank-
er with ironic interpretation of the conflict.
· Happy end of the duel.

Result:
· 120 publications in online media and personal blogs;
· Maximum involvement of the audience in the proceedings;
· Over 50 reposts of information about the proceedings in
lifejournal and other blogs;
· Over 10,000 people participated in on- line voting;
Statistics by Yandex – 13,495 queries “Garmash+ SKB-
Bank” per month;
· Conflict and settlement went far away beyond the Ural.



TELL 
STORIES 
AND BREAK 

THROUGH!

THANK YOU!




